
Instruction Manual for
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Read through this entire instruction manual BEFORE using your 
Telescopic Fishing Set.

We’re dedicated to bringing you well-designed products that make living fun and 
easy.  We stand behind all our products and warrant this to be free from defects 
in workmanship and materials for 1 year from the date of purchase.

For service claims or questions please consult our website ProtocolNY.com.

Instructions for Use:
1. Screw crank to reel.
2. Attach reel to fishing rod handle (see Fig. 1).
3. Extend telescopic rod to full length.
4. Draw end of fishing line through loops starting with lowest/largest and 
 continuing through to last loop on tip of rod.
5. Tie end of fishing line to snap.
6. Attach hook and/or other fishing lure to snap.

Casting Your Line:
1. Grip the under side of the rod near the point where the reel connects to the rod.
2. With the first finger of your reel hand, reach down toward the spool of fishing line and grab the line, 
 then pull it back toward the rod and hold it against the rod.
3. With your other hand, open the bail arm of the reel by flipping it as shown in Fig. 2.
4. Holding the line tightly to the rod with the first finger of your reel hand, swing the rod back past your shoulder.
5. Pause before casting your line to make sure that there are no obstructions in your intended casting path. 
 Power lines, trees, small children or the lines of other fishermen are the most common obstructions to 
 be avoided.

6. To cast your line, swing the rod forward swiftly and smoothly while 
 simultaneously releasing the line you were holding against the rod 
 with the first finger of your rod hand.
7. Practice casting your line in a grassy area or at your favorite fishing 
 spot to increase distance and accuracy.

Precautions:
1. Do not cast your line where obstructions such as power lines may interfere with your line path.
2. Do not allow children to use fishing equipment unsupervised as injury may occur.
3. Always keep fishing kit packed safely away out of reach of children when not in use.


